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Abstract. This paper focuses on Active Learning with a limited number of queries; in application domains such as Numerical Engineering, the
size of the training set might be limited to a few dozen or hundred examples due to computational constraints. Active Learning under bounded
resources is formalized as a finite horizon Reinforcement Learning problem, where the sampling strategy aims at minimizing the expectation of
the generalization error. A tractable approximation of the optimal (intractable) policy is presented, the Bandit-based Active Learner (BAAL)
algorithm. Viewing Active Learning as a single-player game, BAAL combines UCT, the tree structured multi-armed bandit algorithm proposed
by Kocsis and Szepesvári (2006), and billiard algorithms. A proof of
principle of the approach demonstrates its good empirical convergence
toward an optimal policy and its ability to incorporate prior AL criteria. Its hybridization with the Query-by-Committee approach is found
to improve on both stand-alone BAAL and stand-alone QbC.

1

Introduction

Active Learning (AL), a most active topic in supervised Machine Learning (ML)
[1–7], aims at accurately approximating a target concept with a limited number
of queries to an oracle; each query asks the oracle to label a point of the problem
domain (instance) according to the target concept. Through a judicious selection
of instances to query, the hope is to learn with a significantly smaller number
of queries than in the standard ML setting using iid labeled instances. Prominent AL approaches (section 2) rely on the properties of the hypothesis space
(VC dimension or covering numbers) and/or propose various criteria estimating the additional information provided by an instance; they mostly proceed by
iteratively selecting the optimal instance in the sense of the considered criterion.
This paper presents a new perspective on AL, formalized as a finite time
horizon reinforcement learning problem. Choosing an instance, i.e. making a
query is viewed as an action taken by the learner. The reward associated to a
sequence of actions is the generalization error of the hypothesis learned from
the training set gathered from this sequence of actions. Under mild assumptions
(Bayesian realizable setting) detailed in section 3, this paper offers a provably
optimal AL strategy, parameterized by the initial training set and the finite
horizon T , i.e. the maximum number of queries allowed.

As could have been expected, the formal derivation of this optimal AL strategy is intractable. A tractable approximation thereof is given by the Bandit-based
Active Learner algorithm (BAAL, section 4). This tractable approximation involves two main ingredients. Firstly, the exploration of the AL search space relies
on UCT, the tree-structured multi-armed bandit algorithm originally introduced
by Kocsis and Szepesvari [8]. The use of UCT is motivated as AL can be formulated as a single player game (section 4) and UCT has been shown quite efficient
in learning game strategies [9]. Secondly, an unbiased and frugal sampler of the
hypothesis and instance spaces, based on billiard-based mechanisms [10–12] supports the Monte-Carlo simulations in UCT. A proof of principle of the BAAL
algorithm is presented, showing its practical robustness for AL under bounded
resource constraints. This bounded resource constraint is motivated by targeted
applications, aimed at simplified models in Numerical Engineering: in this context, training sets are limited to a few dozen or hundred labeled instances due
to the high computational cost of instance labeling.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly introduces the notations
used throughout the paper and reviews the state of the art. Section 3 formalizes
AL as a reinforcement learning problem, and shows how to tackle it as a singleplayer game. The online learning algorithm BAAL, implementing this singleplayer game using the UCT algorithm, is described in section 4; it takes as input
a training set and the available computational budget, and finds the best instance
to label next. Section 5 details two extensions brought to UCT in order to match
the AL context. Firstly, as UCT only addresses finite action/state spaces, it
needs to be extended to explore the continuous instance space; the proposed
approach relies on progressive widening [13–15]. A second extension regards the
hybridization of BAAL with prior knowledge, such as existing AL criteria. The
proposed hybridization will be illustrated by embedding a variant of Queryby-Committee (QbC, [16, 17]) within the progressive widening heuristics. An
experimental validation of the approach is presented in section 6, using passive
learning and QbC as baselines, and the paper concludes with some perspectives
for further research.

2

Background and State of the art

Notations and definitions used in the paper are as follows. Let st = {(xi , yi ),
xi ∈ X, yi ∈ Y, i = 1 . . . t} denote a t-size training set, with X the instance space
and Y the label space; only the binary classification case (Y = {0, 1}) will be
considered in the paper.
From st , a learning algorithm A extracts some hypothesis h in hypothesis
space H, mapping X onto Y . The learning performance most usually refers to
the expectation of the loss ℓ(h(x), h∗ (x)) incurred by h over the target concept h∗
a.k.a. oracle, where the expectation is taken over the joint distribution PXY on
the problem domain. Whereas the standard supervised learning setting assumes
that training examples (xi , yi ) are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.)
after PXY , AL selects at time step i some instance xi in the instance space X

(or in a pool of instances drawn from X), the label yi of which is determined by
the oracle.
S
A sampler S is a mapping from t∈IN (X × Y )t to X, also referred to as policy
or strategy, selecting a new instance
S x to be labeled depending on training set
st . A learner A is a mapping from t∈IN (X × Y )t to H associating a hypothesis
h to any training set st . The Version Space (VS) associated to a training set st ,
noted H(st ), is the set of hypotheses consistent with st , i.e. such that h(xi ) = yi
for 1 ≤ i ≤ t.
A first research direction focuses on the uncertainty region (set of examples
where VS hypotheses disagree). Cohn et al. [2] reduce the VS by characterizing
the uncertainty region via neural nets, and selecting new instances in this region.
Well-known methods such as Query-by-Committee (QbC) algorithms [16, 17]
directly reduce the VS volume; Freund et al. [17] proved that these methods can
lead to an exponentially smaller number of queries than the random querying
strategy (passive learning), at least in the case of perceptrons. Dasgupta [4] has
established the quasi-optimality of these methods in the realizable classification
case (i.e. when h∗ belongs to H) for a finite instance pool. More generally, when
there exists a probability measure PH on H, usual AL strategies are concerned
with reducing either the measure of the Version Space, or the variance of the VS
hypothesis labels. Otherwise, the reduction of the Version Space can be expressed
in terms of its diameter, that is the measure of points where hypotheses in the
VS differ.
A related research direction focuses on error reduction, meant as the expected generalization error improvement brought by an instance. Many criteria
reflecting various measures of the expected error reduction have been proposed
[18–21]; corresponding AL strategies proceed by greedily selecting the optimal
instances in the sense of the considered criterion. Other approaches exploit prior,
learner-dependent knowledge about what makes an instance informative, such
as its margin [3, 22, 23]. Hoi et al. [6] consider batch active learning, querying a
subset of instances that results in the largest reduction of the Fisher information.
Some of these approaches however happen to face learning instabilities, which
might require to mix the AL procedure with a uniform instance selection [24].
Such instabilities suggest that in some cases an optimally efficient AL system
can hardly be based on a greedy selection strategy, at least using the criteria
considered so far.
On the theoretical side, significant results have been obtained in terms of
lower and upper bounds on the reduction of the sample complexity brought by
AL, e.g. depending on the complexity of the hypothesis search space measured
through covering numbers or Kolmogorov complexity [1, 25, 5]; the appropriateness of hypothesis spaces to AL has been studied [26, 27, 7] and an “almost”
optimal (though intractable) algorithm has proposed by [27] in the realizable
setting for finite VC-dimension.

3

An optimal active learning strategy: AL as a Markov
decision process

This section presents a theoretically optimal strategy for Active Learning in
finite time horizon T , where T corresponds to the total number of instances to
be labeled along the AL process. As in [17, 4], the proposed approach is built on a
Bayesian setting [29, 28]; prior knowledge about the target concept is accounted
for by a probability distribution PH on the hypothesis space1 H. Further, the
approach relies on the realizable assumption, i.e. the target concept h∗ to be
learned is assumed to be deterministic and to belong to H (how to relax this
assumption will be discussed in section 7).
Let us formalize AL as a Markov Decision Process (MDP). MDPs are classically described in terms of states, actions, reward, policy and transition functions
[30]. In the AL context, the state space S consists of all possible training sets st .
An action corresponds to the selection of a new instance to be labeled; the set
of actions noted A thus coincides with the instance space X or a subset thereof.
The reward function associated to state st corresponds to the generalization
error of the hypothesis A(st ) learned from st by learner A. In many finite time
horizon settings, and particularly so for the targeted applications, the reward
at the final state of the learning is the only one that matters. Accordingly, the
reward function will be defined for horizon states only, and assimilated to the
value function of those states (see below).
The transition function p : S ×A×S → R+ defines the probability of arriving
at some state st+1 by selecting action x in state st (see below). Lastly, in the
AL context a MDP policy is a sampler S, mapping a state st onto an action, i.e.
a new instance xt+1 .
Considering horizon T , let ST (h) denote the training set built by applying T
times policy S when learning some target concept h, and let Err(A(ST (h)), h)
denote the generalization error of the hypothesis learned from ST (h). It comes
naturally that an optimal AL strategy is one minimizing the expectation of
Err(A(ST (h)), h) when h ranges in H:
ST∗ = arg min Eh∼H Err(A(ST (h)), h).
S

(1)

The main motivation behind the presented MDP framework is to build a
policy with optimal behavior in the sense of Eq. (1). In order to do so, it remains
to find the appropriate reward and transition probability functions, and such that
the latter accounts for the actual behavior of the AL process.
Regarding the reward function, as the goal is to minimize the generalization
error of the hypothesis learned from sT , the reward is only known at horizon
T . After the realizable assumption, the target concept h is bound to be in the
Version Space of sT , noted H(sT ). The reward function V (sT ) (value at horizon
T ) therefore is the expectation of the generalization error of the learner A, taken
over H(sT ):
V (sT ) = Eh∼H(sT ) Err(A(sT ), h).
(2)
1

PH is set to the uniform distribution on H in the absence of prior knowledge.

By construction, the transition function p(st , x, st+1 ) is such that p is zero
for all st+1 except the ones satisfying st+1 = (st , (xt+1 = x, yt+1 )) for some
yt+1 . In the latter case, p reflects the probability for the label of x to be yt+1 .
p(st , x, st+1 ) is thus expressed as a function of the probability of the label of x,
conditionally to the fact that the target hypothesis belongs to H(st ):
p(st , x, (st , (xt+1 = x, yt+1 ))) = p(h(x) = yt+1 |h ∈ H(st ))

(3)

The above transition and value functions guarantee that the optimal MDP strategy achieves the AL goal and minimizes the expected generalization error (Eq.
(1)):
Theorem 1 (Optimal AL policy). Let E denote the expectation operator defined after Eq. (3). Let value function V ∗,T be recursively defined as follows,
where |s| denotes the number of examples in training set s:
V ∗,T (s) =



Eh∼H(s) Err(A(s), h)
if |s| = T
inf x∈X Es′ ∼p(s′ |x,st ) V ∗,T (s′ ) otherwise

(4)

Define S ∗,T as S ∗,T (s) = arg inf x∈X Es′ ∼p(s′ |x,st ) V ∗,T (s′ ) (Bellman optimal strategy). Then S ∗,T is optimal in the sense of Eq. (1).
The proof is given in [31] due to space limitations. It essentially shows that
the value function of a policy at the initial state coincides with the criterion
in Eq. (1). The rest of the proof is a direct application of Bellman’s optimality
principle [32].
After this MDP formulation, AL can be seen as a one-player game. The
active learner plays against the (unknown) target hypothesis h, belonging to the
version space H(s0 ) of the initial training set2 s0 . Upon each move (selection of
some instance x), oracle h provides the label y = h(x). At the end of the game
− that is, after T examples have been picked, defining training set sT − the
reward is the generalization error of the hypothesis A(sT ) learnt from sT . The
real learning game is indeed played against oracle h.
It is however possible to train the AL player, and therefore devise a good AL
policy beforehand, by mimicking the above game and playing against a “surrogate” oracle, made of a hypothesis h uniformly selected in the VS. The reward
of such a game is computed as in the real game: it is the generalization error of
the learned hypothesis w.r.t. the (surrogate) oracle. This reward implements a
uniform draw of the random variable Err(A(s), h) for h ranging in H.
By construction, the average empirical reward collected by the AL player
after many such games asymptotically converges toward the true expectation of
this random variable, that is, the desired reward function (Eq. (2)).
2

For the sake of simplicity and when no confusion is to fear, the initial training set
s0 is omitted and H is used instead of H(s0 ).

4

Tractable Approximations of Optimal AL strategy

This section presents a consistent and tractable approximate resolution of the
above MDP, the BAAL algorithm. BAAL relies on two main ingredients. Firstly
the tree-structured multi-armed bandit UCT [8] is extended to the one-player
game of AL. Secondly, a fair and frugal billiard-based algorithm [10, 11] is used
to sample the instance and hypothesis spaces.
4.1

Bandit-based Active Learning

UCT (Upper Confidence Tree) is a Monte-Carlo tree-search algorithm [8, 13],
where the selection of a child node is cast into a multi-armed bandit problem [33].
UCT notably became famous in the domain of strategic games as it inspired the
computer-Go program MoGo, first to ever win over professional human players
[9].
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Fig. 1. Search Tree developed by BAAL, the Bandit Based Active Learner, in the
binary classification case. The root of the tree is the initial training set s0 . Each tree
walk is based on selecting some hypothesis h in the Version Space of s0 . The tree walk
proceeds by iteratively selecting an instance x, whose label is set to h(x). Ultimately,
the tree walk is assessed from the generalization error Err(A(sT ), h) of the learned
hypothesis w.r.t. h.

The UCT-based game strategy provides the basis for BAAL (Fig. 4). Let T
denote the “game” tree of AL; its root node is the initial training set s0 . It is
worth noting that BAAL actually explores a directed graph (a given node can be
reached along different paths) although it is presented as a tree-search algorithm
for simplicity.
Each tree-walk (aka game or simulation) is indexed by a surrogate hypothesis
h (see below) and proceeds as follows. Each node corresponding to a training
set st is called a state node. Its child nodes, referred to as decision nodes, stand

for the actions of the AL player, that is, the possible instances to be selected. A
decision node thus is made of the training set st (parent node), and the chosen
instance xt+1 .
Every decision node has two child nodes (the possible labels of the instance
xt+1 ). The one selected during the tree-walk indexed by h obviously corresponds
to h(xt+1 ), thus leading to the next state node st+1 = st ∪ (xt+1 , h(xt+1 )).
More precisely, each tree-walk proceeds as follows (Fig. 4; BAAL pseudo-code
is given in Alg. 1):
– Firstly, a surrogate hypothesis h is uniformly drawn in the version space
H(s0 ) of the initial training set s0 ;
– In each state node (i.e. some training set st ), BAAL uses the famed Upper
Confidence Bounds (UCB) criterion (Eq. (5), see below) to select some decision node, i.e. some instance xt+1 to be labeled. The associated label is set
to h(xt+1 ), where h is the surrogate hypothesis. The next state node thus is
st+1 = st ∪ (xt+1 , h(xt+1 )).
– The tree-walk proceeds until arriving in a tree leaf, i.e. a state node st0 not
yet visited. At this point, T − t0 additional instances are uniformly selected,
labeled after h, and added to the training set st0 , forming a T -size training
set sT .
– From training set sT , a hypothesis ĥ is learned by BAAL3 .
– The reward of the tree walk is the generalization error of ĥ with respect to
the surrogate hypothesis h: this reward is used to update the value of every
relevant node.
The value µ̂(st ) of state node st is computed by averaging all rewards gathered for nodes sT such that st ⊆ sT . These values are exploited by the UCB
criterion [33], determining which arm (instance aka decision node) should be
selected. The arm selected is the one maximizing the sum of the empirical reward µ̂i (exploitation term), plus an exploration term depending on the number
ni of times arm i has been selected. The exploration vs exploitation tradeoff is
adjusted using some tuned constant C:
s
P
log( j∈child nodes nj )
arg
max
µ̂i + C
(5)
i∈child nodes
ni
In the multi-armed bandit setting, this formula guarantees a provably optimal
convergence towards the arms with maximal value, under the assumption that
arm rewards are independent random variables. (Clearly this assumption does
not hold in the AL game, no more than in the game of Go [34]).
The memory-wise computational tractability of BAAL is ensured by gradually developing the tree, initially made of the root node and its child nodes
only. After each tree-walk, the first randomly selected node is stored in memory
with its child nodes: the current leaf node will no longer be a leaf node, and
3

The learning algorithm actually is a parameter of BAAL. In the experiments, we
used a uniform sampler of the version space of sT .

Algorithm 1 The BAAL algorithm:
Input: measure PH on hypothesis space H; initial training set s0 ; time horizon
T ; number N of allowed tree-walks;
Output: an instance x to be labelled by the oracle.
BAAL(PH , s0 , T, N )
for i=1 to N do
h = DrawHypothesis(PH , s0 )
Tree-Walk(s0 , T, h)
end for
S
Return x = arg maxx′ ∈X {n(s {x′ })}
Tree-Walk(s, t, h)
Increment n(s)
if t==0 then
Compute r = Err(A(s), h)
else
X (s) = ArmSet(s, n(s))
Select x∗ = U CB(s,
S X (s)))
r = Tree-Walk(s {(x∗ , h(x∗ ))}, t − 1, h)
end if
1
1
r(s) ← (1 − n(s)
)r(s) + n(s)
r
Return r

the next time it is encountered, the selection among its child nodes will rely on
the UCB formula. Thereby the tree is asymmetrically grown, developing more
the subtrees where nodes have better values − since those will be selected more
often.
BAAL (Alg. 1) implements the UCT scheme with two specific ingredients.
The DrawHypothesis function selects the surrogate hypothesis h attached to
each tree-walk using billiard algorithms (see below). The ArmSet function (section 5.1) extends UCT to deal with an infinite set of actions (the continuous
instance space), using the so-called progressive widening heuristics.

4.2

Billiard algorithms

As already mentioned, each tree-walk in BAAL is indexed by a hypothesis h uniformly sampled in version space H(s0 ). The most straightforward sampling algorithm is based on rejection: hypotheses are uniformly drawn in H and rejected
if they do not belong to the VS (if they are inconsistent with the training set
s0 ). Unfortunately, the rejection algorithm, although sound, is hardly tractable.
Alternative algorithms such as Gibbs sampling or more generally Monte-Carlo
Markov Chains (MCMC) methods, involve quite a few free parameters and might
scale poorly with respect to the dimensionality of the search space and the size
of the training set s0 . We thus used a billiard (a.k.a. ray-tracing) algorithm
inspired from [10, 35, 11], assuming that the hypothesis space H can be parame-

terized by IRd . Actually, the experimental validation (section 6) considers linear
hypotheses; how to go beyond the linear case will be discussed in section 7.
Let Ω be a connected subset of IRd , defined by a set of constraints g1 , . . . , gn :
Ω = {x ∈ IRd s.t. gi (x) ≥ 0, i = 1 . . . n}. The billiard algorithm considers a point
z ∈ IRd (not necessarily in Ω) and a direction v (v ∈ IRd , ||v|| = 1). The trajectory followed by z is such that: i) the set of constraints satisfied by z does not
decrease; ii) z “bounces” when it meets an active constraint g, i.e. its direction v
is changed to point inside the domain (see below); iii) the trajectory is stopped
when the computational resources are exhausted, that is when its total length
reaches some user-defined parameter L, and the final point is returned. Under a
few regularity conditions on the constraints, a billiard trajectory is ergodic, i.e.
it covers the whole domain when L goes to infinity [36]; the distribution of the
final trajectory point converges toward the uniform distribution on Ω. Billiard
algorithms have been successfully used in Machine Learning, e.g. to estimate the
Bayes classifier in a (high-dimensional) kernel feature space [10, 35].
Rebound policy
Let gi be the saturated constraint and zi the rebound point. The rebound policy
sets the current direction v to a unit vector randomly drawn in the half sphere
centered on zi and defined from the hyperplane tangent to gi in zi . Experimentally, this policy efficiently approximates the Knudsen law advocated by Comets
et al. [36], which is more expensive to compute. This matter is however outside
the scope of this work.

5

UCT with continuous domain and AL criteria

This section is devoted to specific adaptations of UCT involved in BAAL: how
to deal with a continuous action set (the instances) and how to take advantage
of existing AL criteria, such as Query-by-Committee [16].
5.1

Progressive Widening

UCB originally requires each arm to be selected at least once for Eq. (5) to be
computed. When the number of arms is large with respect to the number N of
simulations, UCB thus tends to degenerate into pure exploration. UCT faces the
same limitation, and even more so since many arms need be considered at each
node of the tree, strongly biasing the search towards exploration.
The progressive widening (PW) technique has been proposed by [13] to handle such cases. Let ns denote the number of times node s has been visited so far;
then the number of arms that can be considered from s is limited to a fraction m
1/4
of ns . Empirical and theoretical studies suggest m = O(ns ) [13–15]. In practice, the ArmSet procedure implementing PW in BAAL (Algorithm 1), considers
a finite set of options for each node (see below), and a new option is added to
1/4
this set whenever ⌊ns ⌋ is incremented by one. Typically, a single arm will be
explored from the root node in the first fifteen tree-walks; an additional arm

is considered in the sixteenth random walk; UCB will be used to select among
both arms during random walks 16 to 80; a third arm is considered in random
walk 81, etc. The rationale behind progressive widening is that the better (i.e.
the more visited) s, the more careful the investigation of its subtrees should be.
5.2

Integrating AL criteria in BAAL

The selection of the actions (instances) considered at a given time step by ArmSet
offers some room for the use of prior knowledge. The simplest selection procedure
indeed is based on the uniform sampling of the instance space. This procedure
reflects an agnostic viewpoint, making no assumption about the utility of instances. It must be noted however that BAAL convergence might be delayed
(like other UCT-based algorithms) if the optimal options are considered late
during the search: instances introduced later on are clearly disadvantaged compared to the earlier, more investigated, instances.
Furthermore, the AL literature suggests that some selection criteria − although not optimal − offer generally sound indications in order to select informative instances (section 2). Such criteria can seamlessly be integrated in BAAL
through the progressive widening procedure. Formally, a new instance is added
to ArmSet when it satisfies the considered criterion, instead of being uniformly
selected in the pool of instances4 .
5.3

QbC-BAAL: BAAL with Maximal Uncertainty

Maximal uncertainty (MU) (section 2) is a criterion stemming from Query-bycommittee (QbC) algorithms. QbC works by randomly sampling hypotheses in
the Version Space, and choosing a given instance only if enough hypotheses
disagree about its label. An analysis of this strategy with a committee of size
2 is for instance presented in [17]. In the case of large-sized committees, one
proceeds by ranking instances based on the committee disagreement: the topranked instances indeed correspond to those with maximal uncertainty.
The QbC approach is integrated within BAAL as follows. At each node (training set st ) a committee of hypotheses is built by uniformly sampling the Version
Space of st . Whenever a new instance is to be added to ArmSet, one selects the
one maximizing the committee disagreement.
MU is an aggressive criterion, thus holding a higher AL potential than random progressive widening. In counterpart it leads to a less diversified sample;
whenever the criterion is under-optimal, the limited exploration will yield poorer
performance. It is also more demanding computationally.

6

Experimental validation

This section reports on the experimental study of BAAL. After describing the experimental goal and setting, empirical results are discussed comparatively to ran4

Let us emphasize that hybridizing BAAL with any such criterion does not depend
on the true instance labels.

dom active learning, referred to as passive learning, and the Query-by-Committee
(QbC) approach [16, 17].
6.1

Goal of experiments

The main questions investigated in the experiments regard the theoretical and
computational performance of BAAL. Specifically:
Question 1 (Optimality): Does the stand-alone BAAL, where the progressive
widening heuristics involves a uniform instance selection, converge to an optimal
strategy; does it match QbC results when these are known to be quasi-optimal
after Dasgupta [4] ?
Question 2 (Flexibility): As shown in section 5.1, BAAL can embed existing AL
criteria, e.g. QbC, within the progressive widening heuristics. Does the use of
QbC within BAAL improve i) on stand-alone BAAL ? ii) on stand-alone QbC ?
6.2

Experimental setting

Following [17, 21, 23], the instance space X considered in these experiments is the
unit sphere of IRd . The hypothesis space H is restricted to the linear classifiers,
a.k.a. separating hyperplanes. The choice of this search space is motivated as it
has been thoroughly studied from a theoretical perspective [17, 21, 23] although
these results did not lead to experimental studies to our best knowledge. Accordingly, some upper and lower bounds on the optimal performance are available,
and will be used to assess BAAL performance. The goal of this experimental
study is to provide a proof of principle regarding the validity of this new AL
approach; still, it must be emphasized that BAAL is not limited to linear hypothesis spaces (a kernelized extension will be discussed in section 7).
Two variants of BAAL will be considered. BAAL stand-alone (or BAAL for
short), uses a uniform selection of instances within progressive widening, whereas
QbC-BAAL uses a committee-based selection of instances. More precisely, in
each node (training set st ), a committee of 100 hypotheses uniformly selected in
H(st ) is built, and a set of 10, 000 instances uniformly drawn from X is sampled
and ordered after the committee disagreement. Whenever a new action is to be
considered (⌊n(st )1/4 ⌋ increased by one), the first instance not yet considered in
the ordered set is returned by ArmSet.
A hypothesis h is characterized as a unit vector wh (wh ∈ IRd , ||wh ||2 = 1),
where h(x) is positive if and only if the scalar product < wh , x > is positive.
The lack of prior knowledge is accounted for by setting distribution PH to the
uniform distribution on the unit sphere of IRd .
A BAAL run proceeds as follows:
1. The target concept h∗ is uniformly selected in H.
2. For t = 0 to T , where T is the horizon time and the initial training set s0 is
empty:
(a) The BAAL tree rooted on st is constructed using N tree-walks, respectively using a randomly (a QbC-) ordered instance pool in the progressive
widening heuristics for BAAL (resp. QbC-BAAL);

(b) The best instance, i.e. the most visited one at the first level of the st
rooted tree, noted xt+1 , is selected and labeled after the target concept
(oracle) h∗ ;
(c) st+1 = st ∪ {(xt+1 , h∗ (xt+1 )}.
3. From sT , the T -size training set built by BAAL (QbC-BAAL) and labeled
after the current target concept h∗ , a hypothesis hT is learned (uniformly
sampled in the Version Space H(sT )).
4. The performance of the run, that is, the generalization error Err(h, h∗ ) defined as Px∼X (h∗ (x) 6= h(x)), is computed as the dot product of the associated vectors wh and wh∗ .
BAAL and QbC-BAAL performances are averaged over 400 independent runs
for each 3-uple {d,T,N} (dimension, horizon, simulation number). The number
N of simulations, controlling the computational cost, ranges in {1, 2, 4, . . . N =
212 }. The reported experiments consider (d = 4, T = 15) and (d = 8, T = 20)
to assess the scalability of the approach. The performance is plot against the
number N of tree-walks, Fig. 2, indicating the average performance (plain line)
and the standard deviation (vertical bars). The performance of BAAL standalone (respectively QbC-BAAL) is assessed comparatively to the passive learning
(resp. the QbC greedy AL) baseline. The baseline performances correspond to
those obtained for N = 1. Actually, BAAL can be viewed as an algorithm
providing an “educated” sampling strategy, where the “educated sampler” is
based on a computational budget of N simulations; the baseline, non-educated,
sampler accordingly corresponds to N = 1.
6.3

Performance and Scalability

Fig. 2.(a) and (c) display the overall performance of stand-alone BAAL and
QbC-BAAL versus the computational budget N (in log scale).
The competence of BAAL in terms of Active Learning is visible as stand-alone
BAAL strongly outperforms the passive learning baseline (N = 1): the generalization error significantly decreases as N increases. For a given computational
budget N , the improvement on passive learning is higher in small dimension, as
could have been expected. Nevertheless, the improvement is significant both in
dimensions 4 and 8 even for a small computational budget (N > 26 ).
The performance of stand-alone BAAL is further assessed by comparison
with that of a stand-alone QbC using a large-sized committee. After [4, 17], the
Maximum Uncertainty heuristics (approximated by a large-sized QbC selection)
is almost optimal (up to logarithmic terms) in the linear setting. It is thus satisfactory to see that stand-alone BAAL steadily approaches the QbC reference
performance (the fact that it can even outperform the QbC reference in dimension 8 is discussed below). These results suggest a positive answer to the
Optimality question (section 6.1): stand-alone BAAL is a competent, criterionagnostic Active Learner, which might work well in the absence of prior knowledge
about the instance selection, and which matches the known optimal performance
in a simple hypothesis space.
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Fig. 2. BAAL performances: Generalization error vs the number of simulations N in
log scale. Top rows report the results obtained for instance space dimension d = 4
and time horizon T = 15; bottom rows report the results for d = 8, T = 20. Left rows
report the performance of the stand-alone BAAL. Right rows report the performance of
QbC-BAAL. The performance of the baseline correspond to the performance obtained
for N = 1 (at the origin of the curve). The horizontal line reports the results obtained
for the stand-alone QbC strategy.

Another picture is provided by the performance of QbC-BAAL (Fig. 2.(c)
and (d)), suggesting that QbC-BAAL can get the “best of both worlds”. In dimensions 4 and 8, QbC-BAAL outperforms the QbC baseline in a statistically
significant way; it overcomes the theoretical limitations of QbC with regards to
optimality (i.e. multiplicative factors w.r.t. optimality logarithmic in the precision and linear in the dimension). These results thus suggest a positive answer
to the Flexibility question (section 6.1): BAAL can be hybridized with the QbC
criterion, and this hybridization can improve on both stand-alone BAAL and
stand-alone QbC. Although BAAL flexibility remains to be confirmed by considering other AL criteria, QbC is among the most widely used criteria in the
AL literature.
Due to space limitations, the tractability of BAAL is detailed in [31]. Overall,
billiard algorithms allow for a time complexity lower by several orders of magnitude than the rejection algorithm, with an outstanding scalability w.r.t. horizon
and dimension of the instance space. For (d = 8, T = 20, N = 16, 000), the com-

putational time is 17 seconds on Pentium PC vs > 3 hours for the rejection-based
BAAL.

7

Conclusion and Perspectives

This paper focuses on Active Learning with a limited number of queries, motivated by application domains such as Numerical Engineering. In such domains,
computing the response of an example might require several days of computation, limiting the training set size to a few dozen or hundred examples.
Within this bounded resource setting, Active Learning was tackled as a Reinforcement Learning problem: find the sampling strategy aimed at minimizing
the overall generalization error for a finite time horizon. This ideal and utterly
intractable formalization leads to the proposed BAAL algorithm: an approximation of the optimal sampling strategy is learned within a one-player game
setting. BAAL is inspired from an earlier work devoted to Computer Go [9],
building upon the tree-structured bandit-based search algorithm UCT [37] and
the progressive widening heuristics to deal with a continuous search space [13–
15].
The experimental validation of BAAL investigates three main questions: the
convergence towards the optimal performance when it is known; the ability to
take advantage of competent AL criteria, such as Maximum Uncertainty [38],
and improve on the greedy use of these criteria; the computational tractability
of the overall AL scheme. A proof of principle, the experiments discussed in the
paper show that the answer to all three questions is positive in the simple case
of a realizable setting with linear hypotheses.
Further research aims at extending the proposed method beyond this simple setting. Getting rid of the realizable setting (considering label noise, or the
case where the target concept does not belong to the hypothesis space H) will
be investigated through relaxing the billiard-based exploration of the Version
Space. The billiard-based sampling of the hypotheses will likewise be extended
to accommodate the priors on the hypothesis space (set to the uniform density
in the present paper).
Another perspective for further study is to extend BAAL to non-linear hypothesis spaces, thanks to the famed kernel trick. It must be noted that billiardbased algorithms have been investigated for kernel spaces [11, 10, 35], featuring
good theoretical and computational results. The extension of BAAL to Active
Learning with kernels thus defines a new and appealing objective.
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